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NOTES OF THE PORT OF PLYMOUTH MARINE LIAISON COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON
THURSDAY 13 JUNE 2019
CHARTER ROOM, GUILDHALL, PLYMOUTH
Present
Mr C Necker
Mrs K Curry
Mr A Jones
Mr C Suckling
Capt. T Charlesworth
Capt. R Allan
Mr G Wilmot
Mr S Instance
Mr S Hannaford
Mr C Turner
Mr A Curd
Ms A Gall
Ms C Smith
Ms J Hirons
Mr M Goble
Mr K Banks
Mr C Bush
Ms A Lumley
Mr L Gibson
Item
1. Introduction

Representing
Queen’s Harbour Master
Natural Infrastructure Officer
MOD (QHM)
Plymouth City Council
Cattewater Harbour Master
Cattewater Deputy Harbour Master
CHC Pilot
RNLI
RNLI
HM Coastguard
MMO
Natural England
Devon Wildlife Trust/Wembury Marine Centre
Maker with Rame Parish Council
PCC Pier Master
Millbrook Lake Mooring Assoc.
Mayflower Marina
Destination Plymouth
PCC

User Group
TECF / Harbour Auth.
TECF / PCC
TECF / Harbour Auth.
Council
Harbour Authority
Harbour Authority
Harbour Authority
Navigation and Rescue
Navigation and Rescue
Navigation and Rescue
Nature Conservation
Nature Conservation
Nature Conservation
Town & Parish Council
Moorings
Moorings
Marine Commerce
Council
Council

Discussion and Decisions
QHM welcomed everyone and thanked Plymouth City
Council for hosting the meeting.
QHM outlined the purpose of PPMLC; primarily an
information sharing forum to enable all water users to
understand issues and constraints and enhance our ability to
operate collaboratively.
QHM asked all present to introduce themselves.

2. Apologies

Apologies for absence were received from: N Trathen
(DQHM), F Crouch (NIO), A James (UoP Marine Station),
K Fraser (UoP Marine Station), S Crayfourd (RNLI), J Roe
(Sea Anglers), Mr P Wiseman (Mount Edgcumbe), Mr
P Scott (Cawsand Moorings)

3. Notes of the
previous

The notes of the previous meeting held on 14 February 2019
were accepted as a true record of the meeting.

Action
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4. Matters
arising

4.4.11e. Water User Guide: QHM outlined the utility of the
Water Users guide and requested updates for future editions.
Action on all to promote distribution and request more copies
if required.
Update 11/10/18: All members requested to re-advertise and
request additional copies if required.
Update 14/02/19:QHM outlined the importance of the Water
Users Guide as a main contribution to the education of water
users in Plymouth’s rules/regulations, environmental and
safety issues. He commended it to everyone and placed an
action on PPMLC members to request copies and distribute
within their areas of influence. Feedback on changes and
proposed updates are requested by end Mar 19.
Update 16/06/19: New water user guide has been issued,
QHM thanked all members for their contributions and
requested to promote and distribute widely.
Complete

Action

4.7. Eco-Moorings: Work continues in Cawsand Bay led by
the National Marine Aquarium (NMA). A new method of
using a helical screw to replace the traditional block anchor
was trialled in October/November. There have been a few
issues with this new system that were promptly dealt with by
the NMA. In light of these issues and the potential new works
proposed in the application for LIFE funding (ReMEDIES) a
meeting of stakeholders has been arranged in February to
discuss next steps and ensure all parties are kept informed.
Update 13/06/19: PCO provided an update, details of which
can be found at Annex A.
Ongoing
4.8. TECF website update. NIO requested that all members
circulate the new web address (www.plymouth-mpa.uk) and
update their representative websites with the new address.
QHM reiterated the importance of information sharing
amoungst relevant authorities and the port user community
and asked all whether signposting of key websites (e.g QHM,
TECF & RNLI) could be added to their own sites.
Update 13/06/19: QHM requested all members to take the
opportunity to check and refresh the links on their websites
to signpost the correct links.
Ongoing

All

6a. RNLI promotion of “SAFE TRX” app
Mr Crayfourd promoted the RYA “SAFE TRX” app and asked
members to promote, particularly via the PPSA.
Update 13/06/19: DQHM has promoted the app via the
PPSA. All members requested the promote further.
Complete

All

6b. Question regarding targeted presentations and signage.
The RNLI community team work at various marinas but not
at slips. The RNLI and PCC Piermaster agreed to an action
to see if improvements could be made at PCC slipways.

RNLI / Mr
Goble
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Update 13/06/19: all of the slipways have a balance of
information covering regulations, safety and environmental
considerations; some of these have been updated recently.
RNLI and PCC to discuss further updates at targeted sites.
Action
6c. NIO EMS offered the opportunity to present any
information required in the TECF newsletter.
Update 13/06/19: RNLI undertook to provide water safety
information for the next TECF newsletter
Action

Action

RNLI / NIO
EMS

6e. Offer from CHC for RNLI personnel to join them on their
Harbour Patrols
Update 13/06/19: QHM thanked CHC for the offer and asked
for feedback? To date only PCC (Ms Crouch) had taken the
offer, Capt. Charlesworth mentioned the verbal abuse that
his staff afloat are often subjected to.
Offer is open to all PPMLC members.
Ongoing

All

6 f. Question regarding the diving kiosk and whether it will
be returning for 2019?
- Unknown at this time however it is known that many
diving incidents are due to poor health.
- RNLI will report back at Jun meeting
Updtae 16/06/19: RNLI confirmed that the diving kiosk was
not programmed to come to Plymouth this year, QHM put a
request for this to be reconsidered. He also intends to
republish safety information for divers through local diving
shops. PCO to pass info to PSO for action.
Action.

PCO / RNLI

7.1a. National Marine Park: QHM highlighted the work of
TECF and PPMLC and supporting committees that already
deliver much of the Marine Park vision. All members were
encouraged to respond to initial engagement. Formal
consultation will be promulgated when available.
Update 13/06/19: NIO discussed the NMP concept in her
report in Ag.8. QHM highlighted that formal consultation
would be a key component of the forthcoming feasibility
study.
Ongoing
7.1c. Marine Planning: action on all members to respond to
MMO engagement regarding the SW Plan.
Updtate 13/06/19: An update was given by Mr Curd and is
recorded at Para 7.
Complete
7.2. EMS project - Angling bins: Disposal methods still
undergoing risk assessment due to sharp objects. NIO EMS
and Mr Rye to discuss self-help options from within the
angling fraternity.
Update 13/06/19: Ongoing issues on the siting and
subsequent disposal of the waste from the angling bins.
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Action ongoing and recorded at Para 8.2c.
Ongoing

Action

7.3 Information panels: second phase now underway, NIO
EMS will be in contact with stakeholders in the specific areas
to obtain “focus” information. Action on all to respond to
request for information and report any damage to existing
panels.
Update 13/06/19: See Annex A.
Ongoing
11. Sutton Harbour
General directions have now been issued. The byelaws are
currently with the lawyers for finalisation with the aim to be
sent out for formal consultation by the end of February 2019.
All requested to respond.
PMN – Consultation on the Byelaws has been delayed.
Sutton Harbour have been requested to provide an updated
timeline.
Action
5. Presentations

a. Destination Plymouth Visitor Plan and Mayflower 400
Celebrations
Ms Lumley gave her presentation outlining the the 10yr
framework for PCC to increase visitor numbers and spend.
Key dates:
Consultation on 10yr vision will be available over the next 8
months
Illuminate festival of light – Nov 19
Mayflower muster – 16 Sept 20
Questions:
Is the autonomous vessel still a possibility?
- Not at the moment, funding and legal issues have stalled
the project.
Are marine ambassadors required?
- Yes, please contact Ms Lumley directly
Has biosecurity been addressed?
- Not yet (Mrs Curry highlighted the Port biosecurity plan)
QHM stated that for Mayflower 400 on water activities and
other PCC initiatives , early consultation with QHM is
essential to determine the feasibility of events and enable
adequate deconfliction.
b. Cattewtare Harbour Commissioners
Capt. Allan (Deputy Harbour Master) gave his presentation
highlighiting the important and strategic activities throughout
the Cattewater area, inc. being a government strategic port
for fuel in the SW.

6. Plymouth
Water Safety
Update

Mr Instance gave apologies for Mr S Crayfourd and
presented the RNLI safety update.
1. Current RNLI focus in Plymouth is on awareness and
prevention as Plymouth is consistently in the top 10

Sutton
Harbour
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7. National
Marine Planning
Update

Discussion and Decisions
nationally for coastal fatalities.

Action

2. Lifejacket use and maintenance continues to be a focus
as they are seen as a contributing factor to preventing many
incidents.
- RNLI requested members identify any potential sites
for additional lifejacket lockers. Funding could than be
bid for.
Action

All

3. Ms Lumley offered to highlight and signpost the RNLI
website via the Visit Plymouth website.
Action

RNLI / Ms
Lumley

Life jacket loan scheme is to be trialled and assuming
success a report and roll out project will follow.
Action

RNLI

Mr Curd thanked all involved in the marine plan workshops
and those who sent feed back in online.
The MMO are currently considering the comments received.
Subsequently, the plan will be issued to other Government
departments for approval.
Consultation for the final plan is planned for November for a
period of 12-14 weeks (to account for Christmas leave).
Sign-off will be pending independent review and is expected
in late 2020.
A draft should be available for review in Oct.

8. TECF matters

9. EMS matters

NIO presented her report (attached at Annex A).
1a. Proposal for National Marine Park
NIO discussed the engagement (see Annex B) that took
place and the responses received. It was highlighted that
formal consultation is expected following the
employment of independent consultants.
2c. Recreational Angling
PCC street services are looking in to options for the
disposal of fishing gear placed in the waste bins.
Action

NIO (EMS)

2d. Marine Litter
Following discussion it was determined that PCC only
arranged for the disposal of marine litter found at PCC
slipways. It was asked if this could be expanded. NIO
agreed to look into this, contacting Plymouth Beach
Cleans for information.
Action

NIO

Ms Gall presented her report (attached at Annex C).
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10. River
Catchment
Matters
11. QHM
matters

Discussion and Decisions
No representative form the Environment Agency was present

1. QHM stated that, as always, at this time of year, a
considerable number of complaints regarding speeding
vessels, particularly jetskis are received. MDP Marine Unit
have been very active operating deterrent patrols and have
issued a number of verbal warnings to individuals, all of
which have been logged.
One ASBI has been issued and a possible prosecution for a
speeding event in the Cattewater is being taken forward by
D&C police.
“Operation Fantail” is the name given to our multi agency
response to this type of behaviour and appears to be
successfully dealing with the issue.
QHM receive a large number of ill-informed complaints
regarding noise and brash water users. There is a danger
that responsible high speed craft users are wrongly
complained about which hinders the MDP’s ability to take
action against serious offenders.
2. The Port Control Stations and VTS will be undergoing an
upgrade from Oct 2019. Some outages of service may be
experienced, notices will be published accordingly.
3. Water Safety & Incidents:
There have been 35 whole port incidents logged since the
last meeting (average for time of year):
- 13 Near misses
- 7 minor pollution events.
- 5 Breaches of DPoP Order
- 4 Groundings
- 2 Contact (berthing)
- 2 Equipment failiure
- 1 MOB
- 1 strike event
4. Dredging:
One dredge campaign has been completed this year. There
is potential for a further small campaign in Oct.
5. Dockyard Port Order:
The updated draft Port Order has been circulated to PPMLC
members and is awaiting final approval from MoD legal
service. The updated order has not substantially changed
any of the existing powers and is expected to come into force
by the end of the year.

12. Water
events

a. The 2019 Water Events Diary (WED) can be found on the
QHM website
Upcoming events:
29 June – Armed forces day (whole port closure)
13/14 July – Port of Plymouth Regatta including Thundercat
racing (restrictions off West Hoe).
14/15 Aug – National Firework Championships (standard
closure around Mount Batten Breakwater)

Action
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13. Any other
business

a. Charles Bush highlighted a spate of break-ins and thefts
on the Yealm. Action on all to be vigilant and promote
the MDP Boatwatch scheme (leaflet attached at Annex
D) www.royalnavy.mod.uk/qhm/plymouth/leisureusers/boat-watch
b. NIO highlighted that Batten Bay is currently closed due
to the discovery of asbestos, whilst it is thought to be low
grade an non-fiberous it is unknown how long the area
will be closed for.

14. Future
Speakers
15. Dates of
next meetings

TBC
Dates of the forthcoming PPMLC and TECF meetings were
published as follows:
PPMLC
1400 on 10 Oct 19
1400 on 13 Feb 20
1400 on 11 June 20

Annexes below

Action

TECF
1015 on 18 July 19
1015 on 14 November 19
1015 on 12 Mar 20

PPMLC Thurs 13 June 2019
7. TECF Matters:
by Natural Infrastructure Officer
1) Strategic Planning
a) Proposal for National Marine Park
Since the announcement by Plymouth that the Council will lead the project
to create the UK’s first National Marine Park, the Council has been:
•
•
•

60 face to face meetings (details are listed in the Appendix 2).
160 individuals and organisations contributed to the first engagement
exercise providing detailed comments, views and challenges
Presentations at a range of boards, workshops, networking events including
the City Conversation, TECF, PPMLC etc.

TECF and PPMLC members attended a single workshop which explored the
issues around the proposed park, and the findings have been previously
circulated.
The £75,000 EU grant funding secured through the MMO will fund
consultants to support the process and provide information on how this
might work locally whilst also putting forward options on how it might be
rolled out nationally. There will be a further series of engagement workshops
over the coming months to help inform the process.

b) Plymouth & South West Devon Joint Local Plan
The Plymouth and South West Devon Joint Local Plan was adopted in the Spring
and now shapes all planning decisions made in the three local authorities.
Further information is available from
https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/planningandbuildingcontrol/plymouthandsouthwestdev
onjointlocalplan
c) Marine Planning
The MMO are working towards the following timetable in order to achieve the
adoption fo the Inshore and Offswhore South West Marine Plan.
April – Aug 19
Aug – Sep 19

Policy amendment
Internal Plan drafting

Sept – Oct 19
Nov 19 – Feb 20

Draft Plans Consultation preparation
Draft Plan Consultation Period

2) EMS Managing Recreational Impacts Project
RECREATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Biosecurity Plan: A meeting was organised in May to bring together those organisations
working on non-native species primarily Pacific oysters, within the MPA. Devon Wildlife
Trust, Natural England, South Devon AONB Estuaries Partnership, Cornwall Wildlife Trust
and Marine Biological Association (MBA) attended. We are all now more aware of who is
doing what and where and agreed to have a coordinated approach where possible
especially at events. The EMS Non-natives species logbook was circulated to all for
collation of records within the MPA.
Fiona has attended two oyster surveys at Mount Batten organised by the MBA. Over 4,000
oysters have been eradicated on the foreshore in front of the Mount Batten Centre.
Unfortunately, the surveys and culling has been stopped due to the closure of the area by
PCC as there is a risk of low grade asbestos in the area.
Advanced Mooring Systems Project: Five helical screws were deployed in Cawsands Bay
in April and the risers attached in May (waiting for confirmation from Mark). The first dive to
survey the moorings will take place on the 19th June organised in collaboration with
Seasearch and the NMA.
Recreational angling: On the 17th April QHM (Andrew Jones) took Fiona and Liam (PCC
Student Work placement) out on their RIB to investigate reports of ghost fishing line in an
area off Cove Head Jetty. A small grappling hook was towed along the seabed to try and
snag the fishing line. A number of transects were undertaken going from the Jetty out into
the estuary with only a small amount of line recovered. Further transects were done further
offshore from the last mooring buoy NW of the jetty moving SE along the front of the jetty.
On several passes, fishing line was snagged opposite the jetty in the area were ghost
fishing line was reported by ‘Diving belle’. Attempts were made to recover the line, once
snagged but swiftly broke. However, it was evident that there is a accumulation of line in the
reported area especially as only a small amount of line was found in other areas.
A meeting was held with PCC Street Services to discuss the placement and emptying of the
Angling Waste Bins. Concerns were raised regarding health and safety of PCC staff
emptying the bins and users placing line and hooks through the small hole at the top. Also
bins could be vandalised e.g. set on fire/melted, screw bottom removed, stolen and other
items being placed in the bin. Actions have been agreed with Street Services and it is hoped
that bins will be placed at Elphinstone and the Waterfront as a trial this summer. The PCC
graphic designer is working on the stickers.
Marine Litter – The trial of the Sea Bin installed at QAB in March is going well. There have
been a couple of ‘teething’ problems regarding the position of the Sea Bin in the water but
these appear to have been resolved. Liam Gibson (PPC Student work placement) continues
to monitor the efficiency of the bin to remove litter from the marina. A full report will be
available at the end of the trial period in September.

COMMUNICATIONS
Newsletter: To accompany the new website and branding, the third e-newsletter was sent
out in April. Newsletters will now be produced three times a year. Please send any content
to coastal@plymouth.gov.uk.
Website: Is updated when required. Any suggestions for new pages or changes are
welcome.
Information Panels: Following the successful installation of the first phase of panels at five
locations in Plymouth. Information has been sent for approval on the second phase of info
panels at: Mount Batten, North slip and floating pontoon entrance, Elphinstone, Cremyll
Street (should be Strand Street on panel) and Clovelly Slip, Turnchapel.
Social Media – Regular tweets are sent via the @TamarEstuaries twitter account. There
are presently 578 followers.

3) ReMEDIES Seagrass Project
TECF / Plymouth City Council has been part of a bid, coordinated by Natural
England, for European LIFE funding. The project is called ReMEDIES (Reducing
and Mitigating Erosion and Disturbance Impacts affecting the Seabed) and is for a
total of €2.9k. If successful the project will secure 60% of the total costs as grant
funding with the remaining coming from partners which include Natural England,
National Marine Aquarium, RYA and Plymuoth City Council.
The Secretariat has come back requesting further information. A decision is
expected later in the year as to whether the project is successful in its application for
funding.
4) Water User Leaflets
The Water Users Leaflet 2019 has now been printed and is available for distribution.
To request further copies please email coastal@plymouth.gov.uk.
Developments
Drakes Island: the variations to the planning conditions have now been agreed.
None of them affect the mitigation in place for the Little Egret.
Vauxhall Quay Boardwalk with commercial units, Sutton Harbour
(18/00901/FUL): Granted.

Kaja Curry & Fiona Crouch
Natural Infrastructure Officers
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National Marine Park
Feedback from Engagement Workshop
14 February 2019, Guildhall, Plymouth.
1. Introduction
a. Over the past year there has been discussion around creating the UK’s first
National Marine Park in Plymouth Sound and its coastal spaces. Plymouth
City Council, working with the Blue Marine Foundation, are keen to develop
the conversation further.
b. An engagement process was started in January to encourage a
conversation and exploration around what a National Marine Park could
deliver. This included an online consultation (163 responses) and a number
of workshops meetings and also library engagement events. As part of this
a workshop was held for members of TECF and PPMLC to explore their
aspirations and to identify the type of legacy members would like to help
create for Plymouth Sound into the future.

2. Workshop
c. The workshop was held on 14 February 2019 and 28 people attended
including representatives as listed in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Organisations represented

TECF / PCC
PCC/ Blue Marine
Foundation
PCC
PCC
ABP Millbay Docks
MMO
MMO
Cornwall Council
Victoria Group Holdings
Cattewater Port of
Plymouth

Naval Base
QHM
QHM
Duchy of Cornwall
PCC
DQHM
South Devon AONB
Environment Agency
RYA
Bere Ferrers Parish Cllr
& Weir Quay Hub Club

Plymouth Trawler
Agents
RNLI
Tamar Valley AONB
PCC Cllr / Uni of Exeter
University of Plymouth
SHIPs Project
Devon Wildlife Trust /
Wembury Marine
Centre

d. The delegates were split into tables and each was asked to answer the
following questions:
Q1) How could the NMP benefit your organisation, the community & the
environment?
Q2) What aspects of current use do we need to take into account when
creating a NMP in Plymouth Sound?
Q3) What do you want to see delivered through a NMP for your organisation,
community and the environment?
Q4) What sort of support can your organisation to develop and deliver a
NMP?

Tamar Estuaries Consultative Forum

3. Results
e. All of the comments were collected, tabulated and categorised by colour.
The results are shown in Appendix 1.
f. The results clearly show that whilst a full range of economic, social and
environmental benefits have been identified, many also raised concerns
about challenges and have been identified governance integration,
enforcement, and current legislative responsibilities as well.
g. Organisations identified many benefits to their organisations and
communities including increased awareness and education, branding and
marketing and integrated governance. Members also identified upstream
benefits which could be delivered as well as raising concerns about how
work might be delivered.
h. Organisations identified a range of support that they could offer including a
large amount of environmental, research and volunteers as well as tourism
and branding and information. But the strongest message from partners
was around working together and connecting and working many parts of the
communities.

4. Next steps
i. The consultation and workshop sessions have raised some points and
further consideration will be required. Whilst the general feedback has been
very positive, some important points have been raised that require
resolution, which is not unexpected given the complexity of the project.
j. Further conversations will therefore need to take place over the coming
months and Plymouth City Council will not be moving further with the
National Marine Park proposal until the issues people have raised have
been resolved.
k. Consultants will be assisting with this during the period April – August.
l. In the meantime, work will still continue on engaging with businesses,
community groups and organisations in order to continue develop the
thinking on how a National Marine Park could work for Plymouth.
End.

Tamar Estuaries Consultative Forum

5. Appendix 1.
Q1) How could the NMP benefit your organisation, the community & the
environment?
Table

Response

Category

Group 3 - Kat

Accessibility of better quality

Challenges

Group 3 - Kat

Boundaries are important

Challenges

Group 3 - Kat

Raising awareness of value

Challenges

Group 3 - Kat

Vision needs to be clear

Challenges

Group 2 - Fiona

Facilitate marine visitors

Economic

Group 1 - Kaja

Good to market the Uni

Economic

Group 1 - Kaja

Educate and engage, learn and value

Educ & Aw

Group 2 - Fiona

Improve public understanding

Educ & Aw

Group 1 - Kaja

Increase Ocean literacy

Educ & Aw

Group 1 - Kaja

Increase respect and regard for where we
live

Educ & Aw

Group 1 - Kaja

Inspire people to care

Educ & Aw

Group 1 - Kaja

Marine citizenship

Educ & Aw

Group 2 - Fiona

Ocean literacy

Educ & Aw

Group 1 - Kaja

Reinforces existing protected areas

Educ & Aw

Group 1 - Kaja

To promote the on-going research and
discovery

Educ & Aw

Group 1 - Kaja

Benefit the wildlife

Env

Group 1 - Kaja

Benefits environment

Env

Group 1 - Kaja

Better and deeper environmental
appreciation

Env

Group 2 - Fiona

"Framework"

Governance

Group 1 - Kaja

Collaborative

Governance

Group 2 - Fiona

Council's co-ordination

Governance

Group 3 - Kat

Enhancing partnerships

Governance

Group 1 - Kaja

Gives ownership

Governance

Group 1 - Kaja

Acknowledge how commercial shipping,
fisheries and marine services

Holistic

Group 1 - Kaja

Connected sustainably

Holistic

Group 1 - Kaja

Increase tourism and engagement

Holistic

Group 1 - Kaja

Potential future "provenance" marque

Holistic

Group 1 - Kaja

Promote sustainable growth

Holistic

Group 1 - Kaja

Community = wellbeing & health

Social

Group 1 - Kaja

Cultural development

Social

Group 2 - Fiona

Transport management

Social
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Q2) What aspects of current use do we need to take into account when
creating a NMP in Plymouth Sound?
Table
Group 1 - Kaja
Group 1 - Kaja
Group 1 - Kaja
Group 1 - Kaja
Group 1 - Kaja
Group 1 - Kaja
Group 1 - Kaja
Group 1 - Kaja
Group 1 - Kaja
Group 1 - Kaja
Group 1 - Kaja
Group 1 - Kaja
Group 3 - Kat

Group 3 - Kat
Group 1 - Kaja
Group 2 - Fiona
Group 1 - Kaja
Group 2 - Fiona
Group 2 - Fiona
Group 3 - Kat
Group 3 - Kat
Group 1 - Kaja
Group 1 - Kaja
Group 1 - Kaja
Group 1 - Kaja
Group 1 - Kaja
Group 2 - Fiona
Group 3 - Kat
Group 2 - Fiona
Group 1 - Kaja
Group 1 - Kaja
Group 3 - Kat

Response
All current uses
Artisinal fisheries
Commercial
Recreation
Transport
Research
Access
Defence
Shipping
Recreational diving
Fishing
Boating
Commercial interest
Better understanding
of what is already
happening
Education
Raise awareness and
educate
Permits
Policiing
NMP boundaries
Statutory
responsibilities
Use existing
legislation
Water
Heritage and national
importance
Biodiversity
Important sensitive
wildlife areas
Integration
Funding streams
expectation
management
Research &
monitoring
Historical/current
recreational activities
Future use affecting
current use
Climate change
benefit

Category
Current uses
Current uses
Current uses
Current uses
Current uses
Current uses
Current uses
Current uses
Current uses
Current uses
Current uses
Current uses
Current uses

Current uses
Education
Education
Enforcement & Regulation
Enforcement & Regulation
Enforcement & Regulation
Enforcement & Regulation
Enforcement & Regulation
Environment
Environment
Environment
Environment
Integration
Other
Other
Research & monitoring
Temporal
Te Temporal mporal
Tem Temporal poral
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Q3) What do you want to see delivered through a NMP for your organisation,
community and the environment?
Table

Comment

Category

Grp 1 - Kaja

Awareness of our special places

Awareness & Education

Grp 1 - Kaja

Awareness and empowerment

Awareness & Education

Grp 1 - Kaja

Education around all current activities

Awareness & Education

Grp 1 - Kaja

Ocean literacy project

Awareness & Education

Group 3 - Kat

Educate, awareness

Awareness & Education

Grp 1 - Kaja

Tourism heart of the city

Branding & marketing

Group 2 - Fiona

Marketing concepts

Branding & marketing

Group 3 - Kat

Marketing tool

Branding & marketing

Group 3 - Kat

branding

Branding & marketing

Grp 1 - Kaja

Improvement in environmental quailty

Improved env't

Grp 1 - Kaja

Increase number of junior sea anglers

Inclusivity

Group 2 - Fiona

Youth engagement

Inclusivity

Group 3 - Kat

Inclusive use

Inclusivity

Grp 1 - Kaja

An organised voice for marine Plymouth

Integrated / improved gov & m'gment

Grp 1 - Kaja

Integrated / improved gov & m'gment

Grp 1 - Kaja

City-wide culture of marine citizenship
Promotion of other organisation's
aims/work

Grp 1 - Kaja

Management framework

Integrated / improved gov & m'gment

Grp 1 - Kaja

Shared culture

Integrated / improved gov & m'gment

Group 2 - Fiona

Cohesive fishing regs

Integrated / improved gov & m'gment

Group 2 - Fiona

Community ownership

Integrated / improved gov & m'gment

Group 2 - Fiona

Speed control on water

Integrated / improved gov & m'gment

Group 3 - Kat

Planning regs

Integrated / improved gov & m'gment

Group 2 - Fiona

Upstream integration

Land, upsteam activities

Group 2 - Fiona

Farming

Land, upsteam activities

Group 2 - Fiona

Foresting

Land, upsteam activities

Group 2 - Fiona

Include surrounding land

Land, upsteam activities

Grp 1 - Kaja

Sustainable commercial

Marine activities (port & recreation)

Group 2 - Fiona

Sailing ect.

Marine activities (port & recreation)

Group 2 - Fiona

Diving

Marine activities (port & recreation)

Group 3 - Kat

Income

No new burdens / restrictions / costs

Group 3 - Kat

No additional costs to users

No new burdens / restrictions / costs

Group 3 - Kat

No additional restrictions

No new burdens / restrictions / costs

Grp 1 - Kaja

Hope and aspiration

Other

Grp 1 - Kaja

Net Impact

Other

Group 3 - Kat

Not a national port

Other

Group 3 - Kat

Complex space

Recognise current complexities

Grp 1 - Kaja

Promote research and discovery

Research

Grp 1 - Kaja

Organisation (research opportunity)

Research

Grp 1 - Kaja

Improve fishing opportunities

Site specific / improve infrastructure

Grp 1 - Kaja

Increase access & Fix walking bridge

Site specific / improve infrastructure

Grp 1 - Kaja

A Drakes Island theme park

Site specific / improve infrastructure

Integrated / improved gov & m'gment

Tamar Estuaries Consultative Forum

Q4) What sort of support can your organisation to develop and deliver a
NMP?
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Group 2 - Fiona
Grp 1 - Kaja
Grp 1 - Kaja
Grp 1 - Kaja
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Grp 1 - Kaja
Grp 1 - Kaja
Group 3 - Kat
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Grp 1 - Kaja
Grp 1 - Kaja

Current designations
Research
Volunteers
Info on longterm research
Seagrass
EMFF funding options
Costal community funding options
Tecf
Declaration
Guide NMP for underwater assets
Voluntary codes of conduct

Current restrictions
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Funding advice
Funding advice
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Group 2 - Fiona
Grp 1 - Kaja
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Informing boat users of where to drop
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Morale
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Clarification around timescales
More users - more risk?
Sustainable tourism
Branding
Connect different age groups
Actively engage partners
Connecting the community

Management guides
Other
Other
Other
Other
Tourism / branding
Tourism / branding
Working together
Working together
Working together

Group 2 - Fiona
Group 3 - Kat
Group 3 - Kat

Port governance strategy
Share facilities
Cooperation with partners

Working together
Working together
Working together

Natural England Update
PPMLC Meeting 13th June 2019
Priority issues in the European Marine Site
Our work in this area has been prioritised largely based on our Condition Assessment of the Special Area
of Conservation. You can view the detailed results of the Condition Assessment online alongside our
Conservation Advice. This is regularly updated as new evidence comes forward.
Our recent work in the site includes:
•

We have just received news from the EU LIFE fund that Natural England and partners have been
successful in our funding application for national project called Reducing and Mitigating Erosion
and Disturbance Impacts affecting the Seabed ReMEDIES. Our project partners are the RYA,
the National Marine Aquarium, TECF and the Marine Conservation Society. The project aims to
improve the condition of seagrass within 5 Special Areas of Conservation including Plymouth
Sound and Estuaries SAC.

•

Volunteer engagement within our funded project on invasive non-native Pacific oysters is being led
by South Devon AoNB in the Yealm and other estuaries in South Devon and Cornwall Wildlife
Trust in Cornwall. There are several groups of volunteers working in this area to monitor and
manage the spread of Pacific oysters. In April the Marine Biological Association ran a training
session in identification on other Invasive Non Native Species that may be associated with Pacific
oysters.

•

We continue to work with the Environment Agency and South West Water to identify and deliver
improvements to Allis shad migration from the Tamar estuary into the freshwater river. The fish
pass proposed for the main weir at Gunnislake is likely to be a vertical slot pass that will be
suitable for Allis shad and smelt. It will also allow migratory salmonid passage to be maintained
and an eel passage measure will be included.

Plymouth EMS and Tamar Estuary Sites MCZ Monitoring
Intertidal habitat mapping – This ‘biotope survey’ of all the intertidal areas of the SAC was carried out by
Ecospan Environmental Ltd in 2017. This updates our existing habitat maps and the data will be available
through the MAGIC mapping website http://www.magic.gov.uk/magicmap.aspx . The report and maps will
are now available.
Subtidal reef survey – This survey focuses on 5 areas of reef within the SAC and was carried out by
Natural England’s monitoring team in 2017 and repeated in 2018 to allow for comparison. A report from
those two years is available and we will be repeating the survey next month, aiming to build on our dataset
for these sites.
Subtidal seagrass – The subtidal seagrass in the SAC was monitored last summer by a combination of
diving and drop down video. We revisited the sites monitored in 2012 to allow comparisons and did a
detailed survey of the seagrass beds beneath the moorings in Cawsand Bay. The report and GIS are now
available (though not yet formally published). They show that there was a decline in the extent of some
seagrass beds since 2012 and an increase in others. Overall the results suggest a net loss of density and
extent of seagrass within the SAC. Further work is needed to understand whether this is natural variation
or is driven by human pressures. There was evidence from the moorings part of the study that helped to
quantify the loss of seagrass habitat beneath moorings and supported Natural England’s view that the
seagrass beds within the site are damaged by moorings.

Allis shad and smelt – These two species of migratory fish spawn in the Tamar. We are working with the
Environment Agency to better understand their use of their spawning grounds and the extent of the habitat
available to them for spawning. We are using a fish sonar to monitor the adults and kick sampling to
monitor their eggs. We also supported an underwater videographer Jack Perks who has managed to film
the Allis shad in the Tamar, the first time they have been filmed like this in the wild in the UK
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4VHhDQ3tz9k&t=1s

Once published, reports can be accessed here http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/ or you can
request them via me.
Angela Gall, Marine Lead Adviser
Devon, Cornwall & Isles of Scilly Team, Natural England, Polwhele, Truro. TR4 9AD
Landline: 0208 026 8159. Mobile: 07500 761201 Email: angela.gall@naturalengland.org.uk

Ministry of Defence Police
Devonport Marine Unit

Help Sink Marine Crime


Lock away or remove valuable
items or equipment



Mark equipment and record
serial numbers



Know more about

Secure equipment if you are

Boatwatch

unable to remove



Register your vessel & tenders



Use Crime Reduction Initiatives



Report anything suspicious



Police: 101



Emergency: 999

A Marine Crime
Reduction
Scheme

Ministry of Defence Police
Devonport Marine Unit
Devonport Marine Unit

HMNB Devonport
Plymouth, Devon
PL2 2BG
Phone: 01752 553384
Fax: 01752 552509
Email: MDP.Boatwatch@mdpga.mod.uk

Lets help sink
marine crime
Tel: 01752 553384
Fax: 01752 552509
Email: MDP.Boatwatch@mdpga.mod.uk

Devonport Marine Unit
The Ministry of Defence Police marine
unit at Devonport was formed in 1828.
The men who specialised in this task
lived on board an old 1777 ton hulk

Boatwatch

Boat Registration

The Boatwatch team attends Yacht and

Devonport Marine Unit operate a Boat
Registration scheme which offers boat
owners the opportunity to register their
boat and tenders free of charge. This
initiative has been successful with boats
being registered on a daily basis. This
scheme is also supported by the Devon
& Cornwall Constabulary.

Sailing Clubs giving talks on crime
reduction and encouraging Clubs or
organisations to join the Boatwatch
scheme.

called HMS Leda, formerly a fifth rate forty-six gun ship placed off Morice Yard.

The Boatwatch idea is for club members

The men were required to row one

to carry out observations on their boat

complete patrol of the harbour during a

during various times keeping a vigilant

shift. As time went on they managed to

eye out for potential offenders of marine

obtain the use of steam pinnaces or

crime. They are asked to notify us when

large coal burning vessels the size of

they start and again when they finish and

tugs.

never to challenge anyone and obviously
never to carry out the task alone.
We recommend they carry some form of

Their powers
covered

the

whole of the Port of Plymouth and as far
as the tide flowed. Today they still Police

communication and are informed of
contact numbers

The idea of boat registration is to give
Police access to information when
checking a vessel at sea or when
checking a boat and trailer shore side.
Prior to the scheme, there was no way of
quickly establishing the legal ownership
of a boat. It also assists in the return of
vessels and equipment recovered by
Police, either having been lost or stolen.
A registration form is available from any
Police Station throughout Devon &
Cornwall or from the
address below.

or radio channels to

contact the marine unit for assistance
and possible arrest of offenders.

For further information contact:

the Port of Plymouth as civilian Police
Devonport Marine Unit

officers employed by the Ministry of

Boatwatch has proven to be extremely

Defence and their area consists of 112

effective against marine crime.

sq miles. They act under the Ministry of

Boatwatch Co-ordinators

Defence Police Act 1987.
Ministry of Defence Police
Devonport Marine Unit
Their role is to Police the port and enforce the Dockyard Port of Plymouth
Order on behalf of the Queen’s Harbour
Master. This includes the security and
safe guard of all MOD property.

HMNB Devonport
Plymouth, Devon
PL2 2BG
Phone: 01752 553384
Fax: 01752 552509
Email: MDP.Boatwatch@mdpga.mod.uk

